


Oldland Mill, Keymer, Sussex.

Deport on Condition, and Suggestions for lie pair 12th July 1.98CL

Oldland. Mill is in very poor condition, and will sufi'er some 1'onn
of collapse if remedial work is not undertaken soon,

Two danger areas were noted as being in need of urgent attention :

1) The weather- or breast beam which carries the windshaft and sweeps is
very rotten, and the cast-iron chair which bears the neck brass is sinking
in and tilting to the left. If this is not dealt with soon, the windshaft
and sweeps may overbalance and crash down through the Mill, causing severe
damage and collapse. It is suggested that a spreading beam is bolted down
to the weather beam behind the neck bearing to spread the weight, and a
dummy wooden bearing bolted to it to carry the windshaft, but allowing the
rotation of the sweeps during their removal. In addition, a block of wood
should be bolted to the prick-post to support the back of the weather beam
which will now be taking some of the weight. See sketches 1 and 2.

2) As pointed out by yourselves, the existing shoring under the io.ll is
unsafe and over- complicated, and does not offer much protection against
the Mill 1-ti.:̂  bl .vrr. ever.

Whilst steel shoring has been suggested, my own preference is for
wooden shoring, which looks much less ugly than steel, and is easier to
modify and adapt on site with normal tools. In addition it is easier to
attach a flashing where a. post or brace passes through the roundhouse roof.
I would suggest four props, one under each of the four main corner posts
as before, but cross-braced to withstand wind pressure. The bracing will
have to be placed where space permits, avoiding the trestle timbers. See
sketch 3.

Wooden blocks may be bolted to the sides of the shoring posts at the
top to facilitate jacking-up to tighten the props with wedges. Later they
could be used to level the Mill. See sketch l+.

The original posts have rotted inside their brick casings. The piers
supporting them are rather small, and could be increased in size by
casting concrete shells around them. The new posts should be footed on
4" thick timber slabs on top of the piers to spread the weight. See sketch 5.

When replacing the shoring posts, the weight must be eased off the old
ones by jacking, say, off the top a piece of telegraph pole resting on the
pier alongside the old post. The jack should bear against a block of wood
bolted to the mill corner post.

The large steel girder carried on brick piers under the breast of
the Mill does not appear to be carrying very much, except a couple of
props to the sheers, which are tight and obviously under pressure. When
the new shoring posts etc. are in place, this assembly can be removed,
assuming it to be relieved of weight.

The brick pier under the prick-post is serving a useful purpose, and
can remain undisturbed.

j>ug>7;ested Order of Repairs,.

Once the windshaft is made secure, and the mill body supported, the
sweeps should be removed and stored under cover. Replacement of the
weather beam should come next, together with repairs to the breast wall
and prick-post.

At this stage it should be decided whether or not to jack the JVo.ll
back up to its original height, eliminating the settlement; the sides
could be repaired as they are, or jacked up level and repaired as detailed
"1 o 4* o T*

The crowntree can be properly or partially repaired, and the extension
corner posts replaced, together with all the weatherboarding.



The trestle can be repaired, either properly or partially, and the
roundhouse roof finished.

On reaching this stage, items such as the brakewheel, sweeps and steps
can be considered, and the interior flooring and machinery dealt with.

If the repairs are carried out to a high enough standard, there is no
reason why the Mill should not be able to turn on the post, once the shoring
posts etc. are removed.

Detailed Survey of the Mill.

The Roundhouse.
The brick walls appear to be in reasonable condition, and show much

previous repair. The roof is very poor in places and is leaking badly. In
the short term, this could be patched with thin corrugated iron. Many
holes will have to be made through the roof during the repairs to the
mill body. When the roof is finally replaced, the repaired frame can be
covered with close boarding, felted, and clad with white-painted weather
boarding as originally. The brick floor is unusual and attractive. It could
be re-laid over a concrete base when the rest of the work is finished.

The Trestle and Post.
The post is worm-eaten to some extent, but appears to be sound enough.

The lower crosstree is of pine, and one end is missing, the quarter bar
bearing on packing on the brick pier, and the roundhouse wall.TWO tie-rods
from the post are provided to take the tension, but are poorly fastened
to the post and not reliable. The other quarter bar joint is covered with
felt weather protection and hidden thereby, but it is assumed to be badly
rotten.

The upper crosstree is of oak , but the end near the door is badly
worm-eaten, and hollow half way from the quarter bar joint to the post.
Both quarter bar joints are assumed to be in bad condition, but are hidden
from view as above.

As far as repair is concerned, the ideal solution would be to renew
the crosstrees and quarter bars as was done at Nutley Mill by volunteers.
An alternative would be to add "cheek pieces" to the crosstree-quarter bar
joints, as suggested by Mr. Gregory. Where these already exist, but are
in poor condition, it would be necessary to remove the originals first.
Extra temporary reinforcement would be essential when this was being done.
See sketch 7.

Timbers under the First Floor.
The sheer-trees seem to be in reasonable condition. The left sheer has

been strengthened by a steel channel, which is not very effective as
several coach screws have never been fitted.

The lower breast- or meal beam had been cut through, and the left-hand
end is missing. It is a curved horizontal beam of oak, which should be
tenoned into the front comer posts at each end, and is lap-dove-tailed
and bolted over the sheers. The priok-post is halved arid bolted to its
front face in the middle. The present situation is unsatisfactory, as
there is no connection between the sheers and the front corner posts.

The right-hand lower side girt appears to be sound, although it is
partly obscured.

The left one is very rotten and half missing. This should be replaced
in due course when the framing above is dealt with.

The First Floor (Meal Floor},
The breast- or front corner posts have been replaced in oak and appear

to be sound.
The tail- or rear corner posts are rotten on the outside face, but not

too badly weakened. The left post is the worse of the two, particularly
at ceiling level. The best way to repair these is to cut away the rotten
area back to a true face, and to bolt on a new oak face to restore the
timber to its original thickness.

The extension corner posts are alUnost non-existant, and should be
replaced.

The framing of the breast is showing signs of decay, and some of the
ties, braces and studs will need renewing.The prick-post is of pine, and



is rotten on the face. It may be possible to cut back and re-i'ace it, or
replace it if bad enough to warrant this.

The framing of the side walls is in appalling condition and will
need to be replaced almost entirely with new oak studs and braces.

The framing of the tail wall appears to be reasonable.
The floor beams carrying the head stones are rotten, and need replacing.

In the short term the existing temporary- prop under the bed stone should
be replaced by a new vertical prop, wedged tight. One of the beams carrying
the tail stones is cut almost through to house the meal spout. This can
be strengthened by bolting an oak timber alongside without blocking the
spout hole.

The Second Floor ( Stone Floor1)
The crowntree is very badly worm-eaten on the left-hand side from

the joint with the sidegirt almost to the centre. It has moved approx.
4" upwards in relation to the left sidegirt. I think the best way to
deal with this is to cut away the beam by chainsawing, cross-cutting and
splitting off, electric planing etc. back to an inclined true face, and
to shape new timber to fit. This may be in the form of laminations glued
with epoyy resin to avoid handling a large heavy timber. A 6" thick oak
plate should be installed above, and the whole assembly bolted together.
See sketch 6.

In order to do this, the millstones and some of the floor will have
to be removed. The stones could be lowered to the first floor while this
work is in progress. A simpler alternative, though not so strong, would
be to just install the 6" oak plate, bolted over the crowntree, and
fastened to the sidegirts with the existing brackets.

The left sidegirt has been overlaid with another timber at some time
and this assembly seems to be strong, not having bent much. The bracket
fastening the front corner post is very small and inadequate.

The right sidegirt has broken over the crowntree, and the tenon is
withdrawing from the tail corner post, The neatest repair would be to
bolt a steel plate to the outside face of the girt after the mill body
has been jacked up, and the crack has closed. The plate should be recessed
in flush to increase the strength. Alternatively a timber could be bolted
above as has been done to the other girt. Such a timber would have to be
shaped to fit, as the girt diminishes in depth towards the ends on the
top face. Once again the bracket fastening the front corner post is too
small.

The upper side girts have been reinforced with steel angle, and
appear to be sufficiently strong. The tail ends are rotten, and new ends
could be scarfed on.

The weather beam is very rotten, and the cast-iron chair carrying
the windshaft neck brass is sinking through it as detailed earlier. The
weather beam should be replaced after the sweeps have been removed. It
will probably be necessary to support the windshaft on an "A-frame" of
telegraph poles footed on sleepers on the ground, and notched under the
canister, while the beam is renewed.

The studwork in the walls has been crudely replaced in softwood. It
should be renewed in oak as original.

The Roof.
The roof seems in fair condition, needing only minor replacement or

splicing of some of the ribs. The tail gable needs repair.
The replacement of the head gable is bound up with the weather beam.

The original design was lost at the last re-build, and the design should
be copied, say, from Jill at Clayton. A carefully weather-proofed removeable
storm-hatch should be provided above the neck for access to the sweeps.

The Sweeps»
The remaining pair of spring sweeps were inaccesible, but must be

considered suspect. They willneed to be removed before the weather beam
is replaced, and can be inspected then.

The V.'eatherboarding.
The Mill has mostly been clad with "shiplap" boards. These are ̂ useless

on a windmill, and the whole Mill should be re-boarded with 7"̂  xfc
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planed, joinery quality redwood boards pressure treated against decay.
These should be primed on face, edge and overlap before fixing, and
fastened at 50̂  overlap with galvanised nails0

The weatherboarding was not originally extended downwards to fit the
roundhouse roof, indeed the Mill could not be turned if it was. It would
improve the appearance if the original form was re-introduced.

Preservative Treatment.
Most of the timbers in the Mill have been badly attacked by wood-

beetle, and there must be large numbers of the insect larvae still active.
All the timbers, flooring, machinery etc. which will not be replaced soon
should be thoroughly sprayed with preservative, such as Protim Curative,
The cheapest way to do this is to buy a 40 gallon drum at discount price
from the manufacturer. It can be sprayed on using an ordinary "pump-up"
garden sprayer, but proper masks and rubber gloves should be worn by
the operators, and the safety information on the drum should be noted.

-*- ••••- The Steps.
The main steps at the tail are missing. New steps should be fitted

when possible, as they help to stabilise the Mill.

The Machinery.
The brakewheel is in poor condition. The front set of cants of the rim

is extremely rotten, and this may extend to the rear set also. The wheel
should be closely examined, and the rotten wood replaced. The brake has
disintegrated and needs replacing in part or whole.

The rest of the machinery, mostly iron, does not appear to need
attention in the short term. The flour dresser is in a bad state, and
needs careful rebuilding.

End of Report.

V.G. Pargeter,
46, Heybridge Road,
Ii\i&ATESTOJffi,
Essex. CM4 9AQ
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